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While in scientific literature much focus is directed toward model validation,
comparison, and even parametric investigations on individual model param-
eters, the possible effects of the used computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software on the results are largely neglected. In this article, CFD modeling of
circulating fluidized beds (CFB) are performed with Ansys Fluent and Open-
FOAM to investigate the effect of software implementation on the simulation
results. Transient Eulerian–Eulerian simulations are performed of two differ-
ent laboratory-scale CFB cold models in turbulent and circulating fluidized bed
conditions. The same mesh and as identical models and settings as possible are
utilized on both software. The obtained time-average profiles of pressure, veloc-
ity, and solids volume fraction are compared between the software and with
available measurements. A difference in the granular energy equation was iden-
tified between the software, and a modification was made to achieve the same
formulation. The effect of boundary conditions was also investigated. It was
found that depending on the case, the software could have a notable effect on
the results. These differences are found especially in particle distribution, visible
in the vertical pressure and solids volume fraction profiles as well as in external
circulation mass flow rates.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increased computational capacity of computers has led to an increase in the utilization of different modeling tools in the
simulation of various devices and systems. Numerical modeling is a cheap alternative to test new concepts and designs,
compared to building prototypes, especially of large and expensive devices. Considering circulating fluidized bed (CFB)
reactors and furnaces, where multiphase flow, heat transfer, and thermochemical reactions can occur simultaneously
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in various time- and length scales with strong coupling, detailed and extensive measurements are hard and very time
consuming to perform.1 Fluidized beds are multiphase systems where particulate matter called the bed material is set to
a fluidlike state by a fluid flow, and the fluidization regime of the system depends primarily on the fluid flow rate, reactor
geometry, and fluid and bed material properties. In CFBs the fluid flow rate is high and the process is characterized by a
strong internal circulation of the bed material within the riser and external circulation of particles leaving and returning to
the reactor after separation from the fluid. However, modeling can provide significantly more insight into the behavior of
these systems, especially if measurement possibilities are limited. Reliable modeling requires the utilization of validated
and tested modeling approaches and models, thus measurements are crucial for model validation and development. The
validation material is often obtained from smaller laboratory-scale devices specifically built for this purpose and equipped
with several measurement ports. Thus, by first modeling these laboratory-scale devices, indications of the validity and
applicability of different numerical modeling approaches and models can be obtained.
There are several approaches to modeling CFB reactors with computational fluid dynamics (CFD). From very detailed
and computationally heavy discrete element method (DEM), more affordable Lagrangian particle grouping methods, such
as multiphase particle-in-cell method (MP-PIC), to the so-called two-fluid method, where both the fluid and the solid
phase are treated as Eulerian phases. For Eulerian methods, suitable closures are required for describing the behavior of
the solid particles in a continuum model. Such closures are provided by the kinetic theory of granular flows.2–4 Currently,
there are several software available for modeling fluidized bed applications. Table 1 lists CFD software, which include
either the kinetic theory of granular flows for the Eulerian solid phase and/or one or more Lagrangian approaches for
description of the particulate phase. This list excludes many in-house software and cannot be considered exhaustive.
Many research papers can be found dealing with CFD modeling of CFB units with several approaches and here only a
few examples are listed. Panday et al.19 presented results of blind modeling of NETL laboratory CFB unit with the height
of 15 m and diameter of 0.3 m. The simulations methods were Eulerian–Eulerian in 2D, in 3D with coarse and fine mesh,
and Eulerian–Lagrangian with two different particle counts. From the comparison of simulation results with measure-
ments, it was difficult to say what method or settings would be the most accurate as all methods showed large variations
from the measurements. Zhong et al.20 simulated a laboratory-scale CFB unit (H = 1.8 m and D= 0.125 m) with a 3D
Eulerian–Lagrangian method and included combustion reactions. Wang et al.21 utilized Barracuda VR in 3D simula-
tion of a CFB unit (H = 3.0 m and D = 0.40 m). They compared their results with 2D Eulerian–Eulerian simulations by
Niemi,22 which utilized a particle size distribution, and reported better accuracy and lower demand for computational
resources. Shi et al.23 studied different exit geometries in a 3D CFB riser (H = 3.0 m and D= 0.15 m) with Barracuda VR.
Zhang et al.24 utilized MP-PIC method in pseudo-3D simulation of two CFB risers with MFIX with particle size distribu-
tions. Zeneli et al.25 utilized Ansys Fluent with EMMS approach in 3D modeling of CFB carbonator pilot (H = 8.661 m
and D = 0.59 m) with limestone reactions.
There are several studies presented in the literature, which compare results obtained with different modeling
approaches, models, and parameter values within a model using the same CFD software.26–31 The purpose of these stud-
ies is typically model validation and hence conclusions are drawn on the suitability of different modeling approaches,
submodels, and parameter values for simulation of a specific type of application or flow condition. However, the imple-
mentation of these models in the software and the overall architecture of the software itself can also have effects on the
result which has so far been largely ignored in model validation studies. This could lead to cases where one software offers
T A B L E 1 Software for 3D CFD simulation of fluidized beds
Software Methods Reference
Ansys Fluent E–E, E–L, DDPMa, DEM 5
Ansys CFX E–E, E–L 6
Barracuda VR MP-PIC 7,8
MFIX E–E, E–L, MP-PIC, DEM 9–11
OpenFOAM E–E, E–L, MP-PIC, DEM 12–14
TransAT E–L 15
Star-CCM+ E–E, E–L, DEM 16–18
Abbreviations: E, Eulerian; L, Lagrangian.
a DDPM in Fluent is similar to MP-PIC method.
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excellent correspondence with the measured results while less satisfactory correspondence is obtained with another soft-
ware using the same models. Only a few works can be found comparing different software for the same simulation case;
for example, Mackenzie et al.32 compared Ansys Fluent 15, Star-CCM+ 10.02, and OpenFOAM 2.3.x in modeling of a sub-
merged jet and obtained very similar velocity profiles, López et al.33 compared Ansys Fluent 15 and OpenFOAM 2.2.x with
Lagrangian–Eulerian jet impingement erosion with results having minor discrepancies between the software, and Balogh
et al.34 compared Ansys Fluent 13 with OpenFOAM to study atmospheric boundary layer, finding some parameters bet-
ter predicted by Fluent and others by OpenFOAM. Herzog et al.11 compared Ansys Fluent 6.3, MFIX, and OpenFOAM
2.0 in modeling a benchmark bubbling fluidized bed. Their results show some differences between the software and they
concluded that while MFIX and Fluent predicted fluidization phenomena well, OpenFOAM simulations required fur-
ther efforts for the particular case. A similar study was performed more recently by Venier et al.35 In Herzog et al.11 and
Venier et al.35 the BFB simulation results were different depending on the software.
As many different CFD software exist, it is necessary to evaluate whether the selection of simulation software has an
influence on the simulation results when the same computational mesh, boundary conditions, models, and simulation
parameters are used. It is often assumed that with the same set of equations and similar modeling scheme the CFD results
must be the same regardless of the software used, and the possible effects of the actual numerical implementation of
the equations and their iterative solution process are not considered. It is relevant to challenge this assumption as the
CFD software (a) are complex and (b) they are utilized in research and development where small differences could have
a large influence on the bigger picture. The effects of this assumption are especially relevant in model validation and
model parameter studies, where differences in the results from different software could render the results of such studies
inconclusive or even contradictory between different software. In this article, the possible effects of the CFD software on
the simulation results of CFB units are studied in turbulent and circulating fluidized bed conditions. Ansys Fluent 19.25
and OpenFOAM12 with the solver reactingTwoPhaseEulerFoam36,37 are utilized in transient Eulerian–Eulerian modeling
of two different laboratory-scale cold models of CFB risers. The objective of the article is to investigate the effect of software
on the simulation results when the computational mesh, simulations models, parameters, and boundary conditions are
set to match as closely as possible between the CFD software. The effect of boundary conditions is also investigated. The
time-averaged profiles of pressure, velocity, and solids volume fraction are compared between the CFD software as well
as with the available measurements from the laboratory devices.
2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 Pseudo-2D CFB
The first set of measurements were done in a pseudo-2D laboratory-scale CFB device, also used previously by Mondal
et al.,38 pictured in Figure 1 along with the computational domain. The riser part of the device has a rectangular geometry
with a height of 3 m, width of 0.4 m, and thickness of 1.5 cm. In the test case, the device was loaded with spherical glass
beads with a material density of 2480 kg/m3 and Sauter mean diameter of 255 μm. The device was operated at ambient
temperature and pressure. The superficial fluidization velocity of air was 2.25 m/s which is below the velocity of 2.8 m/s
above which according to Bi et al.39 fast fluidization state is reached. Thus, the flow state in the riser during the experiment
could be classified as turbulent fluidization although due to the fairly low riser height, 3 m, significant circulation of bed
solids was observed. The total amount of glass beads was 2.68 kg and based on the amount of material in the loop seal, it
was estimated that the average mass of solid particles in the riser during the experiment was 1.9 kg.
The device walls are transparent which allows optical measurements. Particle velocities were measured using parti-
cle image velocimetry (PIV). In this technique, the flow is recorded with a high-speed camera and the particle velocities
are calculated based on the displacement of each particle in subsequent image frames and the time delay between the
frames. In addition to velocity measurements, the instantaneous local concentration of particles was estimated from the
gray-scale values of the image frames by using a logarithmic correlation function. Backlighting was used for these mea-
surements. Overall, the measurement process was similar to what was used in Peltola et al.40 who present the methodology
in detail.
The PIV measurements were done at four different heights: 23, 40, 80, and 120 cm from the grid level. Unfortunately,
for this experimental case, reliable pressure measurements were not available. The solids circulation rate was measured
by turning off the airflow to the loopseal for a long enough period that allowed measuring the change in solid volume in
the loop seal. The mass flow was then calculated using a measured bulk density of 1580 kg/m3.
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F I G U R E 1 Geometries and used meshes of the pseudo-2D and cylindrical CFB risers
2.2 Cylindrical CFB
The second set of measurements were conducted on a cylindrical laboratory-scale CFB device as described by Daikeler
et al.41 The riser has a diameter of 0.213 m and is 3.078 m high, with a schematic of the device presented in Figure 1. Sev-
eral pressure measurement connections are placed along the height of the riser. Fluidization air for loopseal and the riser
is delivered by a fan through a measurement orifice. The device was loaded with 9 kg of sand with material density of
2647 kg/m.3 Density of air was approximately 1.2 kg/m3 and viscosity 2.0⋅10−5 m2/s. The particle size and shape distribu-
tions of the glass beads were determined with 2D image analysis, with the volume average particle size being 193 μm. The
sand particles can be considered spherical as the average measured circularity was relatively close to 1. The sand in the
riser was fluidized with constant superficial velocity of 1.9 m/s in case A and 2.3 m/s in case B and in both cases 6 m3/h
of air fluidized the loop seal. Differential pressure transducers were used to measure the vertical pressure distribution
and a capacitance probe was used to determine solids volume fraction and vertical velocity distributions inside the riser.
More details on the probe measurements are found in Daikeler et al.41 The external circulation mass flow rate of parti-
cles was measured by briefly stopping fluidization in the loopseal and measuring accumulation of particles in the return
leg. The same measured cases have been previously simulated by Stroh et al.42 with coarse-grained Eulerian–Lagrangian
approach and Nikku et al.43 with Eulerian–Eulerian approach.
3 NUMERICAL METHODS
3.1 Eulerian–Eulerian model
Eulerian–Eulerian two-fluid approach was used in simulation of the test devices. Equations 1 and 2 present the conti-
nuity equations and Equations 3 and 4 present the momentum conservation equations for the gas and the solid phase,
respectively. The models utilized in the momentum conservation equation related to the kinetic theory of granular flow
and the drag model are presented in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.
d
dt





(𝛼s𝜌s) + ∇ ⋅ (𝛼s𝜌sus) =
∑
Ss, (2)
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In this article, two different software are applied in the simulations of the laboratory-scale CFB units described in the previ-
ous chapter. These are Ansys Fluent version 19.2 and reactingTwoPhaseEulerFoam-solver of OpenFOAM developmental
version (build dev-16d810c5fe6c), with the developmental version used for the increased computational performance over
the newest release versions (version 7) available during this article. Both software can utilize the kinetic theory of gran-
ular flows for Eulerian–Eulerian two-phase modeling. The objective of this article is to compare the simulation results
of these software between each other and with available measurement data obtained from measurements of the two
laboratory-scale experimental devices. Gas phase was modeled as laminar to ensure that turbulence model implementa-
tion has no effect on the results. Additionally, the gas phase turbulence was found to be significantly lower compared to
velocity fluctuations due to gas–solid momentum exchange.54,55
The list of submodels and model parameters used for all simulation cases are listed in Table 4. The correspondence
of the submodels was verified from Ansys Fluent manual and the source code of OpenFOAM with the selected models
reportedly being identical. One notable difference between the software was found in granular energy equation. Ansys
Fluent applies only the source term described by Lun et al.45 (Equation 18), while an additional source term (Equation 19)
is included in the original formulation of the reactingTwoPhaseEulerFoam-solver as described and discussed by van
Wachen et al.49 Thus, a comparison of OpenFOAM results with (original formulation) and without (modified formula-
tion) Equation 19 are used to determine the effect of this parameter on the simulation results, as well as providing as
similar models as possible between Ansys Fluent and OpenFOAM. van Wachen et al.49 offer an extensive review of the
submodels available for kinetic theory of granular flows, and should be referred for details on the models and their origins.
3.2 Boundary conditions and model parameters
The cylindrical CFB riser was discretized to a structured computational mesh using Ansys ICEM CFD.56 The average
lengths of a cell side are 10, 8, and 6 mm and the meshes consist of 176,000, 321,000, and 745,000 hexahedral elements,
respectively. The simulation parameters and boundary conditions were set to match the experimental values.
The mesh for the pseudo-2D CFB riser was made using the snappyHexMesh mesh generator that is included with
OpenFOAM. The mesh primarily consists of hexahedral elements with a cell length of 5 mm. There is a small amount
of nonhexahedral elements in the solids return channel. The total number of cells in this mesh is 146,700. Although the
device was only 1.5 cm thick, a 3D mesh was used to include the effect of the front and back walls on the simulation.
Although the mesh spacing exceeds in this case the unofficial rule-of-thumb limit of 10 times particle diameter, it was
considered sufficient for this article that mainly focuses on comparing numerical software. Earlier Kallio et al.57 found
5 mm mesh spacing to produce sufficiently mesh-independent results on Ansys Fluent for the same 255 μm sized par-
ticles when simulating the same pseudo-2D CFB in corresponding process conditions. The effect of refining the 5 mm
mesh spacing was tested on OpenFOAM, this information is presented as Appendix S1. The differences from the mesh
refinement were found small enough to justify the use of 5 mm mesh spacing for this article.
The applied boundary conditions are presented in Table 5 for the pseudo-2D and cylindrical CFB units. The effect of
the used boundary conditions should be very similar in both software, though there are slight differences and it is also
difficult to estimate how the boundary conditions are implemented in Ansys Fluent since the source code is not available.
In Ansys Fluent the gas inlet at the grid was modeled with a fixed volume fraction, whereas in OpenFOAM a zero gradient
boundary condition was applied together with a velocity boundary condition interstitialInletVelocity which acknowledges
the local volume fraction to ensure constant gas flow. This boundary condition combination is numerically more stable
due to smaller gradients between the cell center and the boundary. The effect of these different boundary conditions
was tested and the effects were limited only to the cells near the boundary. No slip boundary condition was applied
to gas velocity on riser walls and the Johnson–Jackson58 partial slip boundary condition on the walls for solid velocity
and granular temperature. Additionally, the effect of the implementation of these boundary conditions was studied by
comparing them with no slip and free slip boundary conditions. For pressure, a special boundary condition in OpenFOAM
was used to ensures that the flux through a boundary equals the flux calculated by the velocity boundary condition,
approximately equaling the zero gradient boundary condition used in Ansys Fluent. For recirculation of the elutriated
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T A B L E 2 The models used for the kinetic theory of granular flow
Phase stress–strain tensors
𝜏g = 𝛼g𝜇g(∇ug + ∇uTg ) −
2
3
𝛼g𝜇g(∇ ⋅ ug)I, (5)







(∇ ⋅ us)I. (6)
Solid shear viscosity,9,44














































,where Fr = 0.05,n = 2 and p = 5, 𝛼s,min = 0.5. (13)

















(𝛼s𝜌sΘs) + ∇ ⋅ (𝛼s𝜌susΘs)
)
= (−psI + 𝜏s) ∶ ∇us + ∇ ⋅ (k𝛩𝑠∇Θs) − 𝛾𝛩𝑠 + 𝜙gs + Js. (15)














, 𝜂 = 1
2
(1 + ess). (16)










Energy exchange between the gas and solid phase due to fluctuation of particle velocity45
𝜙gs = −3KgsΘs. (18)
Energy exchange between the gas and solid phase from the fluctuating force exerted by the gas phase through the fluctuating
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(1 + 0.15Re0.687) Re ≤ 1000








, ag ≤ 0.8. (22)
T A B L E 4 List of the utilized models
OpenFOAM Ansys Fluent
Gas–solid drag GidaspowErgunWenYu, Equations 20–22 Gidaspow, Equations 20–22
Lift No No
Granular pressure Lun, Equation 12 lun-et-al., Equation 12
Granular temperature Equation 15 Equation 15
Granular conductivity Syamlal, Equation 16 syamlal–obrien, Equation 16
Granular viscosity Syamlal, Equations 8 and 9 syamlal–obrien, Equations 8 and 9
Granular energy source terms Original: Equations 18 and 19 Modified: Equation 18 Equation 18
Bulk viscosity Lun et al., Equation 11 lun-et-al., Equation 11
Frictional viscosity Schaeffer, Equation 10 schaeffer, Equation 10
Angle of internal friction 28.5 28.5
Frictional pressure JohnsonJackson, Equation 13 johnson-et-al., Equation 13
Frictional packing limit 0.5 0.5
Solids pressure Equation 12 lun-et-al., Equation 12
Radial distribution SinclairJackson, Equation 14 lun-et-al.,a Equation 14
Virtual mass No No
Collisions bed-bed 0.8 bed-bed 0.8
Surface tension No No
Note: The model names and parameters are presented as they appear in each software for reproducibility.
a The naming in Ansys Fluent is misleading, while the equation is correct.
particles, a closure was implemented to keep the mass of the system constant using a user defined function (UDF) in
Ansys Fluent, and a custom boundary condition in OpenFOAM. The air volume fraction is computed as unity minus the
particle volume fraction. With both software, the cases were simulated assuming constant gas density and temperature
equal to the measured ambient values.
3.3 Simulation settings
For OpenFOAM, Courant number controlled adaptive time stepping was used with a maximum allowed Courant num-
ber of 1.0 and maximum time step 5⋅10−4 s. For Ansys Fluent, it is not possible to use adaptive time-stepping with
Eulerian–Eulerian multiphase simulations,5 therefore cases were run with fixed time steps of 5⋅10−4 s. Due to different
approaches in the handling of time-step size and solution routines, which also significantly affects the simulation times,
the comparison of the simulations times between the software is not representative and is not presented. Discretizations of
the solved equations are presented in Table 6. OpenFOAM offers more control over the discretization of different param-
eters, while Ansys Fluent only allows for spatial, temporal, and gradient discretization to be selected. For both software,
a first order accurate method was used for time discretization, a second order accurate method for spatial discretization,
and central differencing was used for gradients. After initialization and development of quasi-steady multiphase flow, at
least 30 seconds was simulated for time-averaging.
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T A B L E 5 The boundary conditions for the pseudo-2D and cylindrical CFB cases
𝜶s [−] us [m/s] ug [m/s] p [Pa] 𝜽 [m2/s2]
Grid OF zeroGradient uniform (0 0 0) interstitialInletVelocity
p2D: 2.25 cyl: 1.9 / 2.3
fixedFluxPressure zeroGradient
AF 0 velocity-Inlet, 0 velocity-inlet p2D: 2.25
cyl: 1.9 / 2.3
Initial gauge pressure 0 1e-4
Solids return OF Custom surfaceNormalFixedValue
p2D: 0.4 cyl: 0.1
surfaceNormalFixedValue
p2D: 0.1 cyl: 0.167
fixedFluxPressure 1e-4
AF UDF Velocity-Inlet p2D: 0.4 cyl:
0.1
velocity-Inlet p2D: 0.1 cyl:
0.167
Initial gauge pressure 0 1e-4
Outlet OF zeroGradient zeroGradient zeroGradient pressureInletOutletVelocity zeroGradient










AF - Specularity coefficient 0.01 no slip - Johnson-Jackson, restitution
coefficient 0.9
Walls:free slip OF zeroGradient Slip noSlip fixedFluxPressure zeroGradient
AF - Specified Shear 0 no slip - Specified flux 0
Walls: no slip OF zeroGradient noSlip noSlip fixedFluxPressure zeroGradient
AF - noSlip no slip - Specified flux 0
Note: The boundary condition models and selections are presented as they appear in each software for reproducibility, OF refers to OpenFOAM, AF to Ansys Fluent, p2D to pseudo-2D,
and cyl to cylindrical. For walls, three different boundary conditions are investigated: Johnson–Jackson, free slip, and no slip.
T A B L E 6 Discretization schemes used in the simulations, reported for reproducibility
OpenFOAM Ansys Fluent
Scheme Model name Accuracy
Time derivatives ddtSchemes Euler First order implicit First order implicit















Laplacian operators laplacianSchemes Gauss linear uncorrected Second order
Cell to face
interpolation
interpolationSchemes linear Central differencing
4 RESULTS
4.1 Pseudo-2D results
4.1.1 With Johnson–Jackson boundary conditions
The pseudo-2D case was simulated with Ansys Fluent and with OpenFOAM both with the additional source term for
granular energy (Equation 19, denoted by +Js) and without this term (denoted by −Js). Figures of instantaneous and
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time-averaged solids volume fraction are presented in Appendix S1. The predicted vertical pressure profiles for the cases
are presented in Figure 2. There is a significant difference between the results of Ansys Fluent and OpenFOAM. Com-
pared to OpenFOAM results, in Ansys Fluent pressure gradient is larger in the lower part of the riser and smaller
higher up indicating a denser bottom region and more dilute upper part of the riser. On the other hand, the difference
between the two OpenFOAM cases is practically negligible. Unfortunately, no pressure measurements were available for
comparison.
Figure 3 compares the simulated solids volume fractions (A–D) and vertical velocities (E–H) with the measured
values. The simulated profiles of volume fractions are similar at all levels, except for the 120 cm (Figure 3D), where
Ansys Fluent profile is only approximately half of OpenFOAM values. The simulated volume fraction profiles provide a
qualitatively good match with the measurement results near the walls, while significantly underestimating the volume
fraction at the core. At the bottom of the riser (A), Ansys Fluent overpredicts the wall layer concentration and thickness,
while the volume fraction at the core is similarly underpredicted by both software. Compared with the measurements,
OpenFOAM better captures the wall layer gradient. As with the pressure profiles, the differences between the two Open-
FOAM cases are very small. Considering that there are large differences in the pressure profiles, the volume fraction
profiles are very similar between the two software at lower elevations, although Ansys Fluent clearly predicts higher solid
concentrations.
The predicted solids velocity profiles (E–H) agree well with the measurements near the walls, while overpredict the
velocity in the core. The agreement with the velocity measurements improves with height, with Ansys Fluent offering
somewhat better agreement with the measurements at higher elevations (G and H) and OpenFOAM at lower eleva-
tions (F). The omission of the additional source term from the granular energy equation marginally improves the match
between predicted and measured velocities. The discrepancies between the simulation results and measurements could
be partly caused by the measurement setup as later explained.
The simulated solid circulation rates were 1.7 g/s for Ansys Fluent and 5.3 g/s for OpenFOAM with source term
and 5.1 g/s without, all significantly below the measured rate of 21 g/s. However, in turbulent fluidization conditions
prevailing in the riser, the circulation rate is an order of magnitude smaller than in fast fluidization conditions and both
software correctly predict a low circulation rate. In turbulent fluidization conditions, even small deviations in particle
size distribution and process parameters can have significant effects on the circulation rate and thus the large relative
differences are not uncommon.
Some of the differences between the measurements and simulated results can be explained by deficiencies in the
experimental and measurement process. Although the device was thin and the camera was focused on the middle plane
of the device, slow-moving particles near the front wall can likely have some effect on the measured velocity profiles
especially in the dense bottom region. Thus, it is quite likely that the measured velocity profiles are too flat in the bottom
region and the velocity profile could have a more parabolic shape similar to the simulated results. Also, as explained
by Peltola et al.,40 it is quite difficult to calibrate the gray-scale volume fraction estimate to give quantitatively accurate
predictions for the whole range from very dilute to fully packed conditions and instead, the volume fraction measurements
should be taken more as a qualitative indicator. The measured volume fraction levels at 23 and 40 cm are almost identical
(Figure 3A,B), while 80 and 120 cm levels (C,D) are quite high and most likely a bit overpredicted in the dilute regions






















































F I G U R E 2 Centerline pressure (A) and pressure gradient (B) profiles in the pseudo-2D riser
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F I G U R E 3 Solids volume fraction (A–D) and velocity (E–H) profiles compared with measurements from the pseudo-2D riser
at the core. This conclusion is supported by the fact that integration of the solid volume fraction field determined from
video images results in clearly larger bed mass than what actually resides in the riser.
4.1.2 Effect of wall boundary conditions
To investigate the effect of the wall boundary conditions on the simulation results, the pseudo-2D case was also simulated
using both no slip and free slip boundary conditions for the solid velocity and zero gradient for the granular temper-
ature. The primary motivation for this test was to see how the two software react when the reasonably complicated
Johnson–Jackson boundary conditions are replaced with simpler boundary conditions. OpenFOAM with the modified
formulation (with the Js-term) was utilized in this comparison with Ansys Fluent. The results of this comparison are pre-
sented in Figures 4 and 5. While both software reacted to the changes in a qualitatively similar way, the response was
stronger with Ansys Fluent than with OpenFOAM. Both software predicted denser bottom bed and lower upward veloci-
ties with no slip boundary condition and more dilute bottom bed and higher velocities with free slip condition compared to
the Johnson–Jackson results. However, these changes were most visible at the very bottom, below the first measurement
level. Higher up in the riser, the results with all boundary conditions were quite similar to each other in both software
and there were no significant changes to the pressure profile or recirculation rates. Overall, the agreement between the
two software did not significantly improve with simpler boundary conditions even though the qualitative response was
similar. This suggests that the differences between the simulation results do not originate from the boundary conditions
or their implementation.
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F I G U R E 3 (Continued)




















































F I G U R E 4 Comparison of pressure (A) and pressure gradient (B) profiles in pseudo-2D riser with (JJ) the Johnson–Jackson, no slip
(ns), and free slip (fs) boundary conditions
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F I G U R E 5 Comparison of solids volume fraction (A–B) and velocity (C–D) profiles compared with measurements from the pseudo-2D
riser with (JJ) the Johnson–Jackson, no slip (ns), and free slip (fs) boundary conditions
4.2 Cylindrical CFB
4.2.1 Mesh independence
The mesh independence was evaluated by comparing the time-averaged simulated vertical pressure profiles as well as
solids volume fraction and vertical velocity profiles. Figure 6 presents the pressure profiles for the simulated cases with
different mesh sizes, which serves as an overview of the distribution of the solids inside the riser. The solids volume frac-
tion and vertical velocity profiles as well as external circulation mass flow rates for different mesh sizes are presented as
Appendix S1. Average differences in pressure between the 10 and 8 mm as well as 8 and 6 mm meshes were calculated.
The differences between Ansys Fluent results with different meshes in case A were all well below 10%, which was con-
sidered the limit for a significant effect of the mesh, similarly to OpenFOAM with the modified formulation. The original
OpenFOAM formulation showed approximately 15% change between 6 and 8 mm mesh sizes, with the 6 mm moving
results closer to the modified formulation results. Comparison of external circulation mass flow rates, as well as the solids
velocity and volume fraction profiles also indicated some differences between the mesh sizes. Local variation in the pro-
files is observed between different mesh sizes, while the trend and overall level of the volume fraction and velocity remain
similar. The variations are larger in velocity and the relative differences are larger in the more dilute top parts of the riser.
Based on these analyses, 6 mm mesh results are used in further comparison for all cases.
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F I G U R E 6 Vertical pressure profiles for (A) case A and (B) case B with different mesh sizes
T A B L E 7 Average external circulation rates of particles with standard deviation
Case Meas., st.dev [g/s] AF OF−Js OF+Js
A 101, 4 35.4, 8.9 50.8, 11.3 71.6, 17.7
B 220, 11 163.6, 43.1 226.9, 48.9 344.4, 68.5
4.2.2 External circulation mass flow rates
Table 7 presents the measured and modeled circulation mass flow rates. A significant difference is observed between
the two OpenFOAM formulations. The original OpenFOAM (denoted by +Js) results show significantly higher rates of
external particle circulation compared to the modified OpenFOAM (denoted by −Js) and Ansys Fluent. Compared to
the measurements, Ansys Fluent significantly underestimates the external circulation rate in both cases. The modified
OpenFOAM offers the best agreement with measurements in case B while underestimating the measurements in case
A. The original OpenFOAM significantly overestimates the external circulation rates in case B while having the closest,
somewhat underestimated results in case A.
Reasons for the differences between measured and modeled results are due to solids concentration and velocity pro-
files. Extrapolating based on the highest measurement level results (presented later), in case A the lower modeled solids
velocities and higher volume fractions lead to a lower mass flow rate compared to the measurements. Similarly, for case
B, the higher concentrations and similar velocities to the measurements would lead to higher mass flow rates. This is
supported by the order of modeled volume fraction profiles at height 2262 mm in case A, while in case B, a combination
of vertical velocity and volume fraction profiles could explain the differences especially between Ansys Fluent and the
modified OpenFOAM.
4.2.3 Vertical pressure profile
Figure 7 presents the modeled and measured vertical pressure profiles. The effect of the additional source term in
the granular temperature equation on the OpenFOAM pressure profiles is clearly seen. In both cases, the original
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F I G U R E 7 Pressure profiles compared with measurements on (A) the case A, and (B) the case B
OpenFOAM results show smaller pressure drops in the bottom and middle parts of the riser compared to both Ansys Flu-
ent and the modified OpenFOAM. The modified OpenFOAM results are closer to Ansys Fluent results compared to the
original OpenFOAM, with better correspondence in case B than in case A. Compared to the measurements, the modified
OpenFOAM still predicts a smaller pressure gradient similar to the original OpenFOAM. Ansys Fluent results are in good
agreement with the measurements, showing the least deviation. All simulations predict similar and correct pressure drop
over the riser in both cases.
4.2.4 Solids volume fraction and vertical velocity
Figures 8 and 9 present comparisons of solids volume fraction and vertical velocity profiles for case A and case B,
respectively. Figures of instantaneous and time-averaged solids volume fraction are presented in Appendix S1.
For case A, at the bottom, all simulated solids velocities (Figure 8G–L) are very similar in level and profile shape.
As the height increases, the correspondence near the wall remains good between the software, but velocities predicted
by Ansys Fluent at the core are lower and underestimate the measured values. The OpenFOAM velocities are sim-
ilar between the formulations, with the modified formulation having lower values at the core. OpenFOAM velocity
results agree well with measurements in the middle parts of the riser (Figure 8H,I), while overestimating the measure-
ments slightly at the bottom (G), and significantly underestimating at the higher levels (J–L). All simulation results
match well with the measured wall layer velocities, except at the highest measurement levels, where the measured
profiles show skewing, and at the lowest measurement level where simulations predict a falling wall layer not shown
by measurements. Ansys Fluent appears to predict the change in the profile shape at the top of the riser (Figure 8L)
while underestimating the core velocities on a level similar to OpenFOAM. For case B, the differences between the
simulated results are similar to case A except that the modified OpenFOAM velocities are closer to Ansys Fluent
velocities than the original OpenFOAM velocities. Ansys Fluent offers the closest match with the measured veloci-
ties in the middle parts of the riser (Figure 9 E,F) and even manages to predict the changed profile shape above 1580
mm level.
In case A, the simulated solids volume fraction levels (Figure 8A–F) are matching well at the bottom with all software
(A–C), although the simulations produce a thinner and denser wall layer than what is shown in measurements. How-
ever, similarly to the pressure profile, the simulated results overpredict the solids volume fractions higher in the riser.
In the lower part of the riser (A–C), Ansys Fluent and OpenFOAM results match well with each other up to 496 mm
level, above which the simulated results start to separate from each other. At the highest measurement level (F), results
of Ansys Fluent and the modified OpenFOAM match the measured volume fraction profiles, while original OpenFOAM
results overestimate solids volume fraction. Simulations predict larger wall volume fraction gradients in the wall layer
compared to the measurements, in which the profile shape is flattening as the height increases. In case B (Figure 9A–D),
the results are similar to case A, but the modified OpenFOAM and Ansys Fluent results remain almost similar on
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Height: 124 mm above the grid
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Height: 496 mm above the grid
F I G U R E 8 Profiles of solids volume fraction (A–F) and vertical velocity (G–L) for case A. L and R refer to the left and right
measurement ports, respectively
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Height: 992 mm above the grid





















































Height: 1580 mm above the grid


























































Height: 2262 mm above the grid
F I G U R E 8 (Continued)
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Height: 496 mm above the grid























































Height: 992 mm above the grid
F I G U R E 9 Profiles of solids volume fraction (A–D) and vertical velocity (E–H) for case B. L and R refer to the left and right
measurement ports, respectively
all heights and the original OpenFOAM results separate clearly at 1580 mm level (C) instead of 992 mm level (B) as
in case A.
4.2.5 Effect of boundary conditions
The effect of boundary conditions was investigated in case A with the 10 mm mesh. The results are presented in
Figures 10 and 11.
Comparison of the results with different boundary conditions indicates similar findings as with the pseudo-2D
geometry, the differences between different boundary conditions with OpenFOAM are negligible, while there is a notice-
able difference in Ansys Fluent results, which are discussed below. Contrary to the pseudo-2D results, the levels of
solids volume fraction and velocity in the lower parts of the riser (Figure 11A,D) are similar between the boundary
conditions, with larger differences becoming noticeable above 496 mm level. The free slip boundary condition pro-
duces consistently the lowest solids concentrations and velocities, and thus producing almost 40% lower recirculation
rates than the Johnson–Jackson boundary conditions. The Johnson–Jackson and no slip boundary conditions pre-
dict similar velocities while the solids concentrations are higher with no slip, resulting in 20% higher recirculation
rates.
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Height: 1580 mm above the grid



















































Height: 2262 mm above the grid
F I G U R E 9 (Continued)



























F I G U R E 10 Comparison pressure profiles on the case A with (JJ) the Johnson–Jackson, no slip (ns), and free slip (fs) boundary
conditions
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Height: 248 mm above the grid



























































Height: 992 mm above the grid





























































Height: 2262 mm above the grid
F I G U R E 11 Comparison of profiles of solids volume fraction (A–C) and vertical velocity (D–F) in case A with (JJ) the
Johnson–Jackson, no slip (ns), and free slip (fs) boundary conditions
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5 DISCUSSION
With the pseudo-2D riser, no significant differences were observed between the modified and original OpenFOAM for-
mulation results. Reasons for this could be related to other parameters such as wall friction that is significant in a
pseudo-2D unit, and collisional forces to walls. These effects can dominate over smaller terms such as the granular energy
source terms where the modification was realized. In the cylindrical riser, where the effect of walls is smaller, the mod-
ified formulation of the granular energy equation in OpenFOAM reduced the levels of solids volume fraction and solids
velocity in the riser, especially higher in the riser where the solids volume fraction is low. In the denser regions of the
bottom and middle parts of the riser, the modification of the OpenFOAM formulation did not appear to have a signif-
icant effect on the observed measurement quantities. Immediately below the riser exit, almost an order of magnitude
lower levels of average solids volume fraction were observed with Ansys Fluent and the modified OpenFOAM com-
pared to the original OpenFOAM formulation. Ansys Fluent produces almost twice the axial solids velocities obtained
with the two OpenFOAM versions, which predicted almost identical velocities. These two facts combined explain the
level of mass flow rates in the external circulation. When the fluidization velocity was increased from 1.9 to 2.3 m/s, the
modified OpenFOAM results increased their resemblance with Ansys Fluent results. This indicates that the operational
parameter, such as the fluidization velocity and geometry (as seen in the pseudo-2D unit), affect the predictions of the
software differently, and that the reason for this behavior is not solely the different source terms in the granular energy
equation.
The effect of boundary conditions, that is, Johnson–Jackson, free slip, and no slip, seems to depend on the case and
software, with negligible effects observed in OpenFOAM results, while Ansys Fluent results had noticeable differences.
Ansys Fluent behaved differently on the pseudo-2D and cylindrical riser cases in terms of the region affected by the bound-
ary conditions, with the lower part of the riser showing differences with the pseudo-2D riser and the upper part with the
cylindrical riser. This behavior is difficult to explain, but it can be speculated that the effect of the walls in the pseudo-2D
device is emphasizing the effect of the boundary conditions. The fluidization state is also more of a turbulent bed, thus
the effects could be limited to the lower riser and above 1 m the results converge. On the cylindrical device, the effect of
the walls is low compared to the particle interaction and the effect of the boundary conditions only becomes apparent
higher in the riser in dilute conditions. The results indicate that Ansys Fluent is more sensitive to the selected bound-
ary conditions and that the implementation of the Johnson–Jackson boundary condition does not explain the differences
observed between the software results.
The granular temperatures of the systems were also investigated as a possible explanation for the observed differ-
ences, as the modification in OpenFOAM removed an additional positive source term from the conservation equation
of the granular temperature. The expectation was that the granular temperature in the riser would be reduced and that
the granular temperatures of the modified OpenFOAM would be more similar to Ansys Fluent results than the original
OpenFOAM results. While the granular temperature levels dropped with the modification as was expected, it was found
that Ansys Fluent had significantly higher levels of granular temperature compared to both OpenFOAM cases. Thus,
by changing the granular temperature formulation of OpenFOAM to correspond with Ansys Fluent, the differences in
granular temperature increased between Ansys Fluent and the modified OpenFOAM, while the measured simulation
results (solids volume fraction, velocity, circulation mass flow rate) differences were reduced. No clear explanation for
this unexpected result can be provided.
Granular temperature is directly influencing and influenced by many terms, such as granular pressure and vol-
ume fraction, as well as indirectly by a radial distribution function, restitution coefficient, viscosity terms, momentum
exchange between phases and slip velocity. Therefore, it is difficult to say whether differences in observed time-averaged
granular temperature levels are a cause or an effect. Logically, lowering of granular temperature in OpenFOAM leads to
lower recirculation, since the granular pressure is proportional to the granular temperature, and lower granular pressure
allows for denser packing and increases clustering. Given this, it would be expected that Ansys Fluent should have clearly
a lower amount of packing and higher levels of recirculation, but this is not the case. This further indicates that source
terms in the granular energy equation are not the cause for the differences in the results between the software.
The implementations of model and solution algorithms may contain (nonlinear) numerical limiters, which can mask
out the differences in the solution variables such as granular temperature and that the differences in results are at least
partly produced by such limiters. As an example of such a limiter, in OpenFOAM is the maximum value of viscosity is
limited to 1000 by default to avoid numerical problems as the frictional viscosity is unbounded when the velocity gradients
vanish. Similar limiters could be applied to granular and frictional pressures which, depending on the chosen models, can
also be unbounded. When this type of limiter is active, the underlying models and values may not matter as the behavior
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of the variable is dictated by the limiter. In Ansys Fluent the use of limiters is not reported in the documentation, but due
to the numerical nature of the problem, some form of limitation must be used for stability.
Besides intentional limiters, unintentional implementation mistakes could explain the differences in the results.
All multipurpose CFD software are quite complex, and it is possible that there are unnoticed implementation details
or bugs which can significantly affect the results. Thus, although the OpenFOAM source code is publicly available,
it can still contain bugs and implementation features that are not recognized. Ansys Fluent source code is not avail-
able and the exact implementation details are unknown. To get to the root cause of differences, a comprehensive
verification study with a set of numerical experiments (preferably with analytical solutions) would need to be per-
formed to evaluate when the software results start to differ from each other and possibly from other comparable
CFD software.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this article, the effect of the two CFD software (using the same models, methods, and mesh) on the simulation results
was studied in two circulating fluidized beds in turbulent bed and CFB conditions, compared to the previous studies of
Herzog et al.11 and Venier et al.35 on bubbling fluidized beds. A difference in the formulation of the granular temperature
source term between OpenFOAM and Ansys Fluent was recognized, modified to match, and the effect of the modifica-
tion was investigated. While the modification reduced the differences between the software, significant differences still
remained. The largest differences were observed in the bed material distribution, apparent in the pressure profile, exter-
nal circulation mass flow rates, and the profiles of volume fraction. The vertical velocity profiles of the bed material also
showed differences. An effort was made to investigate the possible reasons that could cause the differences in the results
between the software. Johnson–Jackson, no slip, and free slip boundary conditions were tested and found not to be the
source for the differences. An obvious difference was observed as Ansys Fluent had a higher overall level of granular
temperature.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to confirm that the implementation of the models matched the reported or how the
numerical methods are applied in Ansys Fluent, thus the source for these differences cannot be definitively recognized.
Trusting the reporting of the models and their equations, the differences are likely implementation-based. The origins of
the differences become important in cases where one software is used for model development and validation, after which
the model is applied in another software, where the model results could vary significantly and even appear invalid.
Despite their differences, both software can produce reasonable results compared with the measurements, though
each software predicts some aspects of the process better than the other. In general, Ansys Fluent exhibited better agree-
ment with the measured pressure profile and solids volume fractions, while OpenFOAM better predicted the external
circulation mass flow rates and solids velocities. Based on the available data it is not possible to claim that one of the soft-
ware would be more accurate for fluidized bed modeling, both predicted the general behavior reasonably well and each
had its strengths when compared with the available measurements. This research indicates that the simulated case, in
addition to chosen models and boundary conditions, could affect the conclusion. While in some cases the software could
produce equally accurate results, in other cases there could be large differences, and which software is considered bet-
ter could vary with the case and model selection. More research comparing two or more software is needed along with
detailed measurements in multiple CFB units with different flow conditions and materials as the results were observed
to change in different risers and at different fluidization velocities.
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CD drag coefficient [−]
d diameter [m]
e coefficient of restitution [−]
F force [N]
Fr constant [Pa]
g gravitational acceleration [m s−2]
g0 radial distribution function [−]
I2D second invariant of the deviator of the strain rate tensor [s−2]
J fluctuating velocity/force correlation [kg m−3 s−1]
K momentum exchange coefficient [kg m−3 s−1]
k solids thermal conductivity [kg m−1 s−1]
p pressure [Pa]
Re Reynolds number [−]
S source term [kg s−1 or Pa]
t time [s]
u vector velocity [m/s]
𝛼 volume fraction [−]
𝛾 dissipation of granular energy [kg m−3 s−1]
𝜃 granular temperature [m2 s−2]
𝜆 bulk viscosity [Pa s]
𝜇 viscosity [kg s−1 m−1]
𝜌 density [kg m−3]
𝜏 shear stress [Pa]
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